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PURPOSE OF REPORT

1.1 The purpose of this report is to advise members on the proposal to upgrade the
above facilities and to consider the purchase and subsequent lease of these areas.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1 As part of its work to further the redevelopment and regeneration of Cumbernauld
town centre, Campsies Centre (Cumbernauld) Limited (CCCL) has considered a
range of options to secure the adaptation of the existing bus facilities within Central
Way, Cumbernauld. The proposal will deliver improved waiting area and facilities for
bus passengers and buses utilising the town centre. The proposal will ensure that
the north and south bus hubs will remain in the heart of the town centre, and that
continued pedestrian access to the town centre would be maintained.

2.2 The Council received grant funding from SPT to support a feasibility study on the
improvement of the bus facilities in the town centre, with further SPT funding
thereafter potentially being available to deliver identified improvements.

2.3 With the majority of current bus facilities not owned or controlled by CCCL or the
Council, access to potential SPT funding is limited. It is therefore necessary to
consider a number of options which enable delivery of works being supported by the
S PT.

3. PROJECT CONSIDERATIONS

3.1 The bus facilities proposal supports the emerging Cumbernauld Town Centre Action
Plan and is included within Council's 2014−18 Capital Investment Strategy. SPT's
Regional Transport Strategy delivery plan 2014 − 2017 also noted support for
delivery of bus hubs in Cumbernauld. Based on the initial feasibility study noted
above the project cost is estimated at £2.6M. Scope exists to secure SPT funding of
up to approximately £1 M in respect of this project.

3.2 In order to comply with the qualification requirements for SPT funding the Council as
a public body, or partner organisation, would have to own the property in which the
works are undertaken.



3.3 In recognising neither the Council nor CCCL own the bus facilities area, informal
discussions have been undertaken with Hamcap (Cumbernauld) LLP (Hamcap), the
current owners of the bus facility areas at present. The owners have confirmed in
principle that the small area of the shopping centre currently occupied by the bus
facilities and ancillary areas are capable of being transferred to North Lanarkshire
Council. The company would however require a long−term lease for it to continue to
operate effectively.

3.4 Such transfer and lease would be for nominal sums with the future maintenance
responsibility remaining with Hamcap. There is therefore no additional maintenance
expenditure obligation on the Council, who will have an opportunity to pass all of the
appropriate maintenance obligations to the tenant.

3.5 Whilst there is always a small risk of default on the part of the tenant and scope for
the Council to ultimately have responsibility for maintenance of a very small
percentage of the shopping centre, the reassurance which the Council have in this
matter is that the shopping centre currently operates with all public access being
granted via the route from the bus facilities. Going forward, any prudent landlord
would ensure that access to the shopping centre would be of sufficient standard to
encourage shoppers to the centre.

3.6 As illustrated in paragraph 2.1 above, CCCL has assessed various options to
improve Cumbernauld bus facilities, and has offered the Council funding assistance
in relation to the proposal. This funding offer confirms the Company's in principle
decision to provide a contribution to the Council up to a maximum amount of £2.5M
inclusive of VAT. The offer is made on the basis that an appropriate funding
agreement is entered into by the parties and in addition the Council requires to
demonstrate to the Board's satisfaction that the current owner of the area (Hamcap)
has committed to:

(i) Transfer the site to the Council and;
(ii) Undertake a scheme of maintenance in respect of the facilities with which

both the Council and CCCL are satisfied.

4. PROPOSAL

4.1 Informal discussions have taken place with Hamcap who have confirmed that the
proposed improvement project is acceptable from their point of view. In addition
preliminary feasibility work is currently being undertaken with a view to delivering this
through Hub South West, one of five geographically based joint venture companies
established to provide development support to public sector bodies. The Hub model
aims to deliver cost effective design and construction of community facilities and is
being used to deliver a number of council projects at present. The benefits of using
Hub South West for the Cumbernauld Bus Stances Project include access to their
project partnering services including the involvement of a contractor at the project
development stage; and the reduction in the project timeline at the development and
procurement stages with the agreed Hub procurement model offering value for
money.

4.2 The development of the Cumbernauld Bus Stances project through Hub South West
would be in two stages. Stage I (initial design and feasibility) will provide the outline
design; engage with owners, funders and the community; and assess costs.
Progression to Stage 2 to finalise the scheme design and costs and seek the
necessary statutory approvals would be subject to further instruction based on the
outcome of the Stage 1 project development, securing third party funding and
agreeing arrangement for the long term use, maintenance and management of the
bus stances.



4.3 The procurement for the initial stage I exercise (covering the initial design work
covered within the Council's Capital Investment Strategy and SPT grant) is currently
ongoing. Stage 2, covering the detailed design and costings of the project, would be
available in 2016. The two stage process will allow the cost to be fully established
prior to any firm commitment for expenditure commencing in 2016/17.

4.4 In order to secure the funding from CCCL together with funding from SPT for the
proposed improvements it would be necessary for the Council to take ownership of
the area of the existing shopping centre which currently houses the facilities.

4.5 In return for the purchase the Council would grant a long term lease for a period of
99 years with an option to extend for a further 76 years, which would place the
tenant Hamcap in a position where all responsibility for maintenance and
repairs/renewals remained with them.

5. CORPORATE CONSIDERATIONS

5.1 The proposal and offer from CCCL presents the Council with an opportunity to fully
fund a project totalling approximately £2.61VI, with a relatively small capital
investment as CCCL have offered to fund up to £2.51VI maximum, and SPT have
committed funding for 2015/16 costs and confirmed in principle support to provide
further funding in 2016/17. The proposal has also been assessed as being
compatible with the Council's State Aid obligations.

6 CONCLUSIONS

6.1 Having considered all of the above it is evident that there are a number of challenges
to be overcome to secure the much needed upgrading of this area of Cumbernauld
town centre. The proposal set out above will facilitate a significant level of
investment including funding from SPT, accordingly the transfer of ownership of the
facility to the Council once upgraded is considered the most practical route to deliver
this project.

6.2 Once the Council has purchased the property and then leased back the facility to
Hamcap, all maintenance and repair obligations will transfer back to Hamcap,
therefore limiting any future risks to the Council.

7. RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 It is recommended thatCommittee:−(I)

grants consent to the proposed acquisition of the interest in the bus facilities as
outlined above, from Hamcap (Cumbernauld) Limited.

(ii) grants consent to enter into a 99 year lease with an option to extend for a further
76 years to Hamcap.

(iii) grants consent to accept the offer of funding from Campsies Centre
(Cumbernauld) Limited as detailed above to fund the proposed improvements to
Cumbernauld bus facilities.



7.2 All other terms and conditions to be adjusted by the Acting Executive Director of
Regeneration and Environmental Services.

KENNETH WILSON
Acting Executive Director of Regeneration snd Environmental Services

Members seeking further information on the contents of this report are asked to contact
Mary Anne Robb, Business Manager (Estates) on 01236 632667.


